
gatherings

for a meeting with colleagues 
Or work-based connections

Sample agenda



 Imagination is more,
  important than knowledge.,
 Knowledge is limited.,
 Imagination encircles,   
 the world.,
 Albert einstein,



Starting conversations
Bring together a group of people – invite them 
to join a conversation online or in person, even 
in nature, to help imagine the future together.

You can focus on the future of your 
organisation, community, school, family, city 
etc. or the future of climate action, oceans, 
food, energy etc. Choose any theme that feels 
right for you.

These conversations will help us 
chart the path forward together, 
within our own communities, and 
collectively, as we face a 
convergence of interconnected 
crises, from pollution and 
environmental destruction, to 
pandemics, to growing inequality. 

A better future can only begin if we 
first imagine it together. 
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Prior to the meeting you may wish to ask 
participants to do this pre-work, which takes 
between 30 minutes and one hour and is best 
done in nature. 

Use the draft agenda on the following pages to 
guide you if you’d like to hold a 90 minute 
gathering.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18JDfgTlYsLAFzYYpG6ZyG0wS3GDwkzZdepusbA2Ujns/edit?usp=sharing


Draft 
agenda

Timings 0:00 

  

0:02

   

Activity Arrivals & settling (2 mins)
Allowing time for everyone to join.

Welcome & framing (5 mins)
Thank you for joining - intro from facilitator: what this 
conversation is all about and how it will flow.

Facilitator frames this moment of chaos / darkness 
(escalating climate impacts etc), pointing out that in 
this harsh reality, chinks of light are emerging 
(business and finance progress, renewable energy 
leaps, recognition of the crises etc.). Explain that how 
we show up to face this moment is absolutely critical: 
We cannot permit a crisis of imagination to hamper 
our efforts to pursue a better future.   



Draft 
agenda

Timings 0:07 

    This assumes a group of 10 participants. 
For more participants allow more time here.

0:17

    Ask the participants to time themselves so that each partner 
speaks only for 2.5 minutes. 

This conversation is best done in paris. If using a virtual platform 
have someone available to allocate the group into pairs. 

Activity Participant intros & recognising 
interconnectedness (10 mins)
1 min to settle, arrive and reflect on one person / 
community / organisation / movement who inspires 
or feeds your work. Invite each participant to share 
their name and the name of the person / org / 
movement they wish to acknowledge.

Facilitator aims to set this conversation up in a 
collaborative way: so rather than each participant 
being asked to provide details about themselves, 
invite them instead to simply mention their name, 
position and country (or any other relevant info) and 
then quickly describe / give thanks to / refer to an 
individual or organisation they rely on to be effective 
in their work or daily life. This approach is a great 
way to build community and a reminder that none of 
us can achieve what we do alone. 

Deepening connections (5 mins)
“Taking a step back, what are you really trying to do 
right now? Who or what are you working in service 
to?” Share in pairs.

For this section, the facilitator lets everyone know 
participants will be splitting up into pairs (in breakout 
rooms if on Zoom or other virtual platform) so as to 
deepen connections with the people in the meeting. 
The request is to take the time to listen to each other 
(2.5 minutes each - ask the participants to time 
themselves) about what they are really trying to do / 
who or what they are working in service to? Again, 
this idea of understanding who / why and what we 
are working towards gets us out of the box of what is 
my job / what do I do., helping to open up the 
compassionate spirit. 



Draft 
agenda

Timings 0:22 

    You may need to ask participants to appoint a facilitator and note taker for each breakout group. 

This conversation is best done in small groups of 5-6 participants. If using a virtual platform have someone available to 
allocate participants into groups. Ideally each group would have a facilitator to keep the conversation on track. 

Activity Deep Dive: #ImagineTheFuture (45 mins)
Discussion guided by the following questions (if 
helpful). Focus is on participants sharing their vision 
for 2030 and their wisdom about how to get there, 
based on their unique experience and role in the 
ecosystem: 

Bring everyone back into the room and explain that 
we are now going to open ourselves up to the inner 
imaginative self. Each person has their own way of 
thinking, and imagination can be extraordinarily 
powerful: “Sometimes imagination can seem naïve, 
but don’t belittle thinking big. Time and again 
societies have turned seeming fantasies into 
realities when circumstances require something 
new” - from the Future We Choose by Christiana 
Figueres and Tom Rivett-Carnac. 

● In your world of work, with the community of 
actors you’ve been engaged with - and what 
you’ve been trying to unlock - what are your 
biggest frustrations? What do you see as being 
really stuck and ineffective? (5 mins)

● What if this completely changed? Imagine it is 
2030. We are on track for halving GHG emissions 
and are entering a profoundly regenerative phase. 
Describe your vision of this future. What’s the best 
strapline / movie title for this future? Describe how 
it feels and what you are doing. How do our 
societies look different? How does this show up in 
your life and professional domain? (20 mins)

● How do we get there? What role do you have in 
bringing this about? What do we need to start / 
stop / do differently? How can we best support 
each other? (20 mins)



Draft 
agenda

Timings 1:07 1:10

    This assumes a group of 10 participants. 
For more participants allow more time here.

Activity Pause & reflection time (3 mins)
Opportunity for participants to reflect on what’s 
been said, distill what they’re taking away and think 
of one practical thing they will do differently or one 
new connection they will make.

Bring everyone back into the room. The facilitator 
asks participants to hold a three minute period of 
silent reflection, where they can write down a 
sentence or two about what they have learned from 
what’s been said. Ask participants to make an inner 
commitment to themselves of one thing they will do 
differently, or one new connection they will make 
going forward.  

Sharing reflections (15 mins)
1-2 minutes for each participant to share the essence 
of what they are taking away from this discussion.

Here the facilitator asks participants to share any of 
what they’ve written down or personally committed 
to doing with the group if they feel comfortable doing 
so. If not everyone has an opportunity to speak, invite 
participants to write their thoughts as a short 
sentence or phrase on a whiteboard, or if on a virtual 
platform in the chat box. If there is extra time here, 
the facilitator could read this poem to the group out 
loud. 

http://www.auroralevinsmorales.com/blog/vahavta


Draft 
agenda

Timings 1:25 

    If using a virtual platform have someone ready to show the video at the appropriate time. 

Activity Thank you and goodbye… for now (5 mins)
The facilitator thanks everyone who participated in 
the meeting and reminds participants that facing the 
future requires great courage and that you would like 
to express what we are about to embark on as a 
community in the form of a video. 

Invite participants to use imaginethefuture.global 
as a resource for friends, family or colleagues. Invite 
participants to share their vision for the future on 
social media with the hashtag #ImagineTheFuture. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/27m6ioxpexhs8wa/Girls%20first%20Ski%20Jump.mp4?dl=0
https://imaginethefuture.global/
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OWUu7V2WKNqvlSDtuoxZ5-6xRVie7d27/preview


THANK You.

www.imaginethefuture.global


